
NAME: Dr. Sickler-Voigt, Monica Leister, & Practicum  GRADE LEVEL: Upper Elementary CLASS SESSIONS: 2 – 2 hour sessions 
LESSON TITLE: A Monumental Adventure in the Medieval Cathedral through Jewelry Design© 
RATIONALE: The purpose of this lesson is to introduce students to aspects of Medieval 
culture—including Medieval cathedral design, sculpted characters on Medieval cathedrals, and 
jewelry traditions. Students will learn how Medieval heroes often wore protective bracelets (or 
gauntlet gloves) to support their wrists during sword fights. The purpose of this lesson is to 
teach children how to create art through synectics—a problem-solving method that encourages 
creative thinking strategies (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2005). Using disparate ideas, the students 
will develop an imaginary story about a medieval character—such as a griffin, gargoyle, angel, 
or hero—that utilizes a particular location in a Medieval cathedral for their storyline. Students 
will represent an aspect or aspects of their story in the form of jewelry pieces. They will wear 
their Medieval inspired jewelry creations during a class presentation in which they narrate their 
character’s adventure. 

MATERIALS: Tag board, flat foam, glue, paper 
towels, scissors, heavy duty aluminum foil, awls, 
Sharpies, black shoe polish, recycled belts, 
(select from: jewelry cord, yarn, embroidery 
floss), hole puncher, string for tying, pencils or 
pens for creating the relief, and optional found 
objects such as buttons and plastic embroidery 
canvas.	  
 
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: Sample 
Medieval Cathedral Imagery as Reproductions & 
Metal Respousse Tracings 
 
ELEMENTS OF ART: Line, Shape, Form 
 
PRINCIPLES OF ART: Pattern, Contrast, 
Emphasis 

OBJECTIVES: (1) Given a class presentation on Medieval cathedral structures that includes 
aesthetic and art criticism questioning, the students will orally identify the medieval cathedral 
symbol in which their chosen medieval character would like to spend most of its time or be 
honored. (2) The students will create two to three pieces of jewelry—a bracelet, brooch, and/or 
medallion—depicting imagery inspired by medieval cathedral structure using metal repousse 
jewelry techniques. Students will form all pieces of jewelry using a unifying symbol—such as a 
rose window or portal, demonstrate craftspersonship so that all parts feel sturdy, and depict a 
balanced and harmonious design.  

PROCEDURES: The teacher will prepare visuals relating to Medieval cathedrals and jewelry 
design using respousse. The teacher will introduce Medieval cathedrals, their distinct parts, 
and the characters presented in their architectural structures—such as a griffin, gargoyle, 
angel, or hero—during a class discussion. The teacher and students will discuss class 
aesthetics and criticism questions relating to the artworks presented. After the presentation 
students will pick a character of their choice. Next, they will invent a storyline in which they 
decide where their character would: (a) want to spend most of its time, (b) be honored in a 
cathedral, or (c) participate in a specific act. The students have the option of working 
individually or in small groups. Students will use their chosen architectural site as a symbol to 
create a set of related jewelry designs inspired by their storyline. The teacher will demonstrate 
how to make metal repousse jewelry by layering pieces of tag board, foam, and other textured 
items and then covering them with glue and layering them with heavy-duty aluminum foil. The 
students will have the option of decorating the foil with Sharpie markers, or black shoe polish. 
Given additional teacher demonstrations, students will learn how to turn their repousse jewelry 
designs into a bracelet form that uses a recycled belt as the base, a brooch with a pin, and a 
hanging medallion. At the completion of each activity, students will clean their workspaces and 
review what they have learned. For the class critique, the students will wear their jewelry 
pieces and describe their storyline to the class.  

 
OTHER VOCABULARY: Medieval Cathedral 
• Repousse: metal working technique using a 

relief (raised surface) process  
• Griffin: animal with the wings of an eagle and 

body of a lion 
• Gargoyle: designed as a roof sprout in 

Medieval architecture showing a grotesque 
bodily form 

• Tracery: window ornamentation 
• Rose Window: rounded window showing 

radial balance using stained glass and stone 
tracery 

• Portal: large cathedral entrance/doorway 
• Brooch: decorative pin 
• Gauntlet gloves: protective gloves to protect 

swordfighters’ wrists 
• Spire/Steeple: tower, architectural tapering 

form at the top of a building 



ASSESSMENT:          Informal Assessment: The teacher will monitor the students throughout the lesson to ensure that they understand all 
class activities and remain on task throughout the lesson.  

 Formal-Summative Assessment: Using a checklist, students will receive 60 points for their jewelry pieces and 40 points for their oral/written 
storyline and presentation.    

 Rubric   Essay   Portfolio   Test/Quiz   Checklist   Peer/Group  Self-Assessment   Interview   Authentic   Other  

     

                       

 



AESTHETIC QUESTIONS (BASED ON SALLY MCRORIE’S MODEL, 1996) 
 

    
 

Notre Dame Cathedral, 1862 
 

1. Definitions in Art 
If all of the decorations like the gargoyles, the stained glass windows, and the fancy portals disappeared, would Notre 
Dame’s architecture still be considered a work of art? Why? 

 
2. Artist Centered Question: 

Why do you think the people who designed and built the cathedral chose to put so many gargoyles, griffins, and 
angels around the outside? Why not just four or five?  

 
3. Audience- Centered Issues: 

Do any of the creatures (gargoyles and griffins) seem to be doing something particular or communicating with each 
other or even to the people going in and out of the cathedral? Would you like to join those creatures? 

 
4. Cultural Context:  

How do you think people tend to view gargoyles today without knowing any of the history or their original purpose? 
 

5. Criticism and Interpretation: 
How might the meaning or the purpose of the gargoyles change if they were replaced by your favorite cartoon 
character or celebrity?  
Should that make a difference in whether or not you like the sculptures and over all architecture of Notre Dame? 

 
6. Values in Art: 

What do the decorations on Notre Dame tell us about the people’s beliefs and thoughts back then? 
 



TENNESSEE VISUAL ARTS STANDARDS: FIFTH GRADE 
 

Standard 1.0 Media, Techniques, and Processes:  
Students will understand and apply media, techniques, and processes.  The 
student will: 
 

 1.1 Demonstrate an understanding of a variety of tools and 
materials used to create a work of art.  

 1.2 Develop skills in a variety of techniques and processes to 
produce original works of art that reflect ideas, concepts, 
symbols and themes. 

 1.3 Use tools and materials in a safe and responsible 
manner. 

 1.4 Demonstrate levels of craftsmanship.  
 

Standard 2.0 Structures and Functions:  
Students will use knowledge of structures and functions.  The student will: 

 2.1 Use the elements and principles of art to communicate 
ideas.  

 2.2 Discuss the functions of art in different environments.  
 2.3 Create art works to meet various functions.  

 
Standard 3.0 Evaluation:  
Students will choose and evaluate a range of subject matter, symbols, and 
ideas.  The student will: 
 

 3.1 Discuss artistic intent by evaluating subject matter, 
symbols, and ideas in works of art by others. 

 3.2 Experiment with subject matter, symbols, and ideas to 
create meaning in their own artworks.  

 
Standard 4.0 Historical and Cultural Relationships:  
Students will understand the visual arts in relation to history and cultures.  
The student will: 
 

 4.1 Relate works of art to different times, civilizations and 
places.  

 4.2 Demonstrate how art, history, and culture influence each 
other. 

 4.3 Recognize how artists are influenced by cultures, history 
and movements in art. 

 
Standard 5.0 Reflecting and Assessing: 
The student will reflect upon and assess the characteristics and merits of 
their work and the work of others. The student will: 
 

 5.1 Compare multiple purposes for creating works of art. 
 5.2 Appraise the characteristics and merits of their work and 

the work of others. 
 5.3 Examine different responses to artworks.  

Standard 6.0 Interdisciplinary Connections:  
Students will make connections between visual arts and other disciplines.  
The student will: 

 6.1 Find relationships between the visual arts and other arts 
disciplines. 

 6.2 Examine ways in which other disciplines are interrelated 
with the visual arts. 

 
Integrated Subjects Standards 

 
Social Studies:  

• 5.1.02 Discuss cultures and human patterns of places and 
regions of the world. 

 
Language Arts:  

• GLE 0501.2.2 Continue to develop strategies for expressing 
thoughts and ideas clearly and effectively. 

• GLE 0501.2.4 Participate in teams for work and discussion. 
• 0501.2.10 Create and deliver an oral presentation using visual 

aids or props. 
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